Besuchen Sie hier die Webversion.

OUR GREAT CLIMATE CAMPAIGN:
Oh no, now the Wollmeise, too. 🙄🙄
YES!
Certainly we are also committed to environmental protection and you should also join in.
Pushing away unpleasant topics is very humane, but these topics keep fetching you until
it‘s too late (think of the dentist). We all know about this problem for a very long time. How
embarrassing that our offspring had to get the stone really rolling.
Now it‘s time to „open your eyes and start“. It does not matter immediately and 100% to
respect the environment, we can not do that. It is important that all people learn to rethink
in small and big steps.
Of course you can now say, „What good is it to separate the garbage if the waste industry
transports our garbage to distant lands or has it dumped in the sea?“
Clearly, we need to produce less garbage, think about our own consumption attitude, and
look closely every day to see what we do. If this idea prevails, your environment, the
industry, will actually have to react to everyone and it will not be as difficult as initially
thought.
We knitters are actually super eco-friendly, right? We knit with natural products and create
durable garments that were not made by children‘s hands in a distant land and offered at
dumping prices. We take our time and appreciate what we do. While we knit, we do not
pollute the air ;-).
Most of us knitters also pay attention to environmentally friendly and sustainably produced
wool, just as we at Rohrspatz & Wollmeise have always done.
But that‘s not enough for our team at Rohrspatz & Wollmeise, so we would like to support
the idea of the environment with our „great climate“ campaign:
Look forward to 8 new special colors, all dedicated to our environment. From every strand
sold, we donate one Euro to Greenpeace. We decided in favor of this organization
because it operates worldwide and not only supports the tree population in Bavaria or
keeps our rivers clean. Which campaign we will support is not yet clear to us, actually best
ALL of them?
Our promotion starts on Thursday the 31.10. from 8 am!
Color names:
1. Der Regenwald soll Leben - 2. Blümchen für die Bienen - 3. Treibholz statt Plastikmüll 4. Rettet das Korallenriff - 5. Saubere Meere - 6. Staubfreie Luft - 7. Ein Biotop für dich - 8.
Adios Gletscherschmelze
English:

1. The rainforest should be alive - 2. Flowers for the bees - 3. Driftwood instead of plastic
waste - 4. Save the coral reef - 5. Clean seas - 6. Dust-free air - 7. A biotope for you - 8.
Adios glacial meltdown

LACE
Delicate, more delicate, most delicate is hardly possible! Rohrspatz & Wollmeise has 13
NEW colors in Lace, including „Ice Flow“, „Rose Quartz“ and „Moonbeam“. Special
names for special colorings, because these strands were not dyed by me, the wool tit, this
time. I do not want to hide that from you! My only dyeing colleague Martha is pregnant and
will soon get a sweet Valentin.
Too much uncolored wool, so I came up with the idea to seek support. We separated the
knot-free wool from the one with knots and machine-dyed the knot wool. Look forward to
an unbeatable price of 30€! Surely you can sometimes live with less craft at the product. I
assure you, however, that the wool has also been dyed environmentally friendly. Knot wool
sounds pretty awful, but it is not, or disturb you 1-3 knots at 300g and for this price?
The names are regular Pantone names, chosen after the Pantone filter. Actually a coloring
should have been called Valentin, but Martha would not be happy about that. That does
not allow the Hand Dyer honor.
On 08. + 09.11. only in our shop and from 15.11 from 8 am also available online! Next
week you get all information on our Blog.
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